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It is shown that total hadronic cross sections are described well by considering single- and double-scattering
contributions from quark-quark scattering. With an energy-dependent form suggested by Regge theory, all
high-energy total cross sections can be fitted successfully and efficiently using a small number of free param-
eters.@S0556-2821~97!03123-8#

PACS number~s!: 13.85.Lg, 13.75.2n

I. INTRODUCTION

Since hadrons are bound states of three quarks~or anti-
quarks!, or of a quark and an antiquark, we expect that it
should be possible to describe high-energy hadron-hadron
cross sections in terms of contributions from quark-quark
scattering. In the additive quark model, only single-scattering
contributions to the forward amplitude are included. The op-
tical theorem can then be used to relate the forward scatter-
ing amplitude to the total cross section. We denote the
single-scattering contributions to the total hadronic cross sec-
tions asSu5s(uu), Sū5s( ūu), and Ss5s(us), where,
following Lipkin @1#, we assume thats(uu)5s(dd)
5s(ud)5s( ūd)5s( d̄u), s( ūu)5s( d̄d), and s(us)
5s(ds)5s( ūs)5s( d̄s)5s( s̄u)5s( s̄d). The Glauber
approximation@2# may be used to find multiple-scattering
corrections@3,4#. Here we limit our discussion to double-
scattering corrections, and we denote these contributions to
the total hadronic cross sections asduu , d ūu , d ū ū , d ūs ,
dus , anddss. With our notation,dq1q2

describes a contribu-

tion from auq1 anduq2 double scattering.~Isospin symme-
try is assumed throughout.! For example,dus describes a
contribution from auu and us double scattering. We may
then write the hadronic total cross sections as follows:

s~p2p!54Su12Sū16duu1d ū ū18d ūu , ~1a!

s~p1p!55Su1Sū110duu15d ūu , ~1b!

s~K2p!5Su12Sū13Ss1d ū ū12d ūu16d ūs13dus

13dss, ~1c!

s~K1p!5s~K1n!53Su13Ss13duu19dus13dss,
~1d!

s~K2n!52Su1Sū13Ss1duu12d ūu13d ūs16dus

13dss, ~1e!

s~ p̄p!54Su15Sū16duu110d ū ū120d ūu , ~1f!

s~ p̄n!55Su14Sū110duu16d ū ū120d ūu , ~1g!

s~pp!5s~pn!59Su136duu , ~1h!

s~S2p!5s~S2n!56Su13Ss115duu118dus13dss,
~1i!

s~J2p!5s~J2n!53Su16Ss13duu118dus115dss,
~1j!

s~V2p!5s~V2n!59Ss136dss. ~1k!

We have included expressions for theVN total cross
section, although no high-energy data are currently avail-
able. Note also that theLN and SN cross sections are
expected to be equal at high energies. Experimentally,
observed hadronic cross sections are consistent with the
ratios s(p2p)2s(p1p) : s(K2n)2s(K1n) : s(K2p)
2s(K1p) : s( p̄n)2s(pn) : s( p̄p)2s(pp) 5 1 : 1 : 2 :
4 : 5. These ratios imply thatduu5d ūu5d ū ū anddus5d ūs .
In the following discussion, we assume that these relations
are valid, at least approximately, so that all hadronic cross
sections may be expressed in terms of just six quantities:Su ,
Sū , Ss , duu , dus , anddss.

II. PARAMETRIZATION

We found it convenient to parametrize the single-
scattering contributions to the hadronic cross sections~in
mb! using the Donnachie-Landshoff form@5#, which was
inspired by Regge theory:

s~uu!5Su5Xuse1Yus2h, ~2a!

s~uū!5Sū5Xuse1Yūs2h, ~2b!

s~us!5Ss5Xss
e. ~2c!

Donnachie and Landshoff fitted total cross sections for nine
reactions, includingpp, pn, p̄p, p̄n, p2p, p1p, K2p,
K1p, andgp. A total of 13 free parameters was needed to fit
the eight hadronic reactions. The energy-dependent form was
a sum of two powers:

s tot5Xse1Ys2h, ~3!

where the first term arises from Pomeron exchange and the
second fromr, v, f , and a exchange. In Eq.~2c! above,
there is no coefficientYs in Ss because of Zweig’s rule: the
only nonstrange Regge exchange coupling theu and d
quarks to thes quark is the Pomeron. It has been long known
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that ther, v, f , anda trajectories must be, at least approxi-
mately, degenerate. Let us consider masses for established
mesons (r anda, with I 51, andv and f , with I 50) from
the most recentParticle Data Group book@6#. Using
M50.769 GeV for ther(770) andM50.782 GeV for the
v~782! with JP512, M51.318 GeV for thea2~1320! and
M51.275 GeV for thef 2~1270! with JP521, M51.691
GeV for ther3~1690! andM51.667 GeV for thev3~1670!
with JP532, and M52.044 GeV for thef 4~2050! with
JP541, the data are fitted well with the linear trajectory,
a(t)50.5310.85t, whereJ5a andt5M2 in GeV2. Since a
Regge trajectory asymptotically contributes a powersa(0)21

to s tot , we expect thath;0.47.
Donnachie and Landshoff first made a simultaneous five-

parameter fit to thepp and p̄p data forAs.10 GeV, from
which they determinede50.0808 andh50.4525. They then
used these parameters for all subsequent fits. For each other
pair of hadronic reactions,ab and āb, they had three new
free parameters: a commonX, and aY for each. Since there
are fewer data for the other reactions, they went down to
As56 GeV for those fits. A suitable fit forpp andpn data
was obtained using a commonX for both reactions.

Total cross sections for 14 hadronic reactions were fitted
simultaneously in the present work. In addition to the eight
hadronic reactions investigated by Donnachie and Landshoff,
data were fitted for the reactionsK2n, K1n, S2p, S2n,
J2p, and J2n. ~Total cross sections forp2n and p1n
were also fitted to increase the data base; however, by charge
symmetry, the cross sections for these reactions are equal to
those forp1p andp2p, respectively.! The data come from
a 1988 compilation@7#, supplemented by the final E-710@8#
and Collider Detector at Fermilab~CDF! @9# values of
s( p̄p) atAs51800 GeV, and at 546 and 1800 GeV, respec-
tively. The CDF value of 80.0362.24 mb at 1800 GeV is
significantly larger than the final E-710 value of 72.863.1
mb, measured at the same energy.~The CDF measurements
were not available for the Donnachie-Landshoff fit.!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We performed two global fits. In our first fit, we param-
etrized the double-scattering terms to have the same form as
the single-scattering terms:

duu5Xuus
e1Yuus

2h, ~4a!

dus5Xuss
e1Yuss

2h, ~4b!

dss5Xsss
e. ~4c!

The purpose of this fit was to see whether or not it was
possible to reproduce the results of the Donnachie-Landshoff
~DL! fits within the general quark-model constraints imposed
by Eqs. ~1!. For this purpose, we sete50.0808 and
h50.4525, the values obtained by Donnachie and Land-
shoff. The recent CDF@9# measurements ofs( p̄p) at
As5546 and 1800 GeV were not included for this fit. Table
I gives values of the parameters obtained for fit 1, and Table
II compares the correspondingX and Y coefficients of the
hadronic cross sections with the results of the DL fit. As can
be seen, we are able to reproduce the DL values quite well

while at the same time fitting data adequately for several
additional reactions. The fitted total hadronic cross sections
obtained by fit 1 are virtually indistinguishable from those
shown in DL’s Fig. 1@5#. There are, however, at least two
possible shortcomings of this fit. First, this fit predicts that at
high energies,s(Kp)50.87s(pp), which implies some
mysterious flavor-dependent effect. That is, we expect the
pomeron to have the same coupling to the strange quark as to
the lighter quarks. In addition, this fit significantly disagrees
with results of the new CDF measurement ofs( p̄p) at
As51800 GeV, which was unavailable at the time of the DL

TABLE I. Values of the fitted parameters for fit 1~with nine
free parameters for the hadronic reactions! and fit 2 ~with ten free
parameters for the hadronic reactions, using the constraintXs5Xu),
as described in the text. The coefficientsX, Y, andZ have units of
millibarns. Uncertainties in the last significant figure are given in
parentheses. No uncertainties are given for parameters held fixed in
a fit.

Parameter Fit 1 Fit 2

e 0.0808 0.1340~57!

h 0.4525 0.492~12!

z 0.139~22!

Xu 2.012~11! 1.374~51!

Yu 21.52~13! 1.42~26!

Yū 7.21~13! 11.64~51!

Xs 1.619~30!

Xuu 0.1025~31! 20.00977~91!

Yuu 1.856~37! 0.09~25!

Zuu 0.78~17!

Xus 0.0546~86!

Yus 0.859~50! 1.031~53!

Xss 0.058~13!

gscale 0.004824~10! 0.004830~10!

TABLE II. Coefficients~in mb! from the Regge-type fits of total
cross sections. The exponents for fit 1 of the present work were
e50.0808 andh50.4525, as determined in Ref.@5# by Donnachie
and Landshoff~see text!.

DL ~Ref. @5#! This work ~fit 1!

Reaction X Y X Y

p2p 13.63 36.02 13.61 36.20
p1p 13.63 27.56 13.61 27.47
K2p 11.82 26.36 11.87 26.21
K1p 11.82 8.15 11.87 8.75
K2n 11.87 17.48
K1n 11.87 8.75

p̄p 21.70 98.39 21.80 96.81

pp 21.70 56.08 21.80 53.16

p̄n 21.70 92.71 21.80 88.08

pn 21.70 54.77 21.80 53.16
SN 19.63 34.21
JN 17.92 16.49
VN 16.67 0.00
gp 0.0677 0.129 0.0657 0.154
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analysis. Of course, one also does not expect the double-
scattering terms to have the same energy dependence as the
single-scattering terms. Because of these concerns about this
fit, we performed a second fit, which fits the data better and
which we feel is more physically realistic.

In the second fit, we assumed a more suitable energy de-
pendence for the double-scattering terms:

duu5Xuus
2e1Yuus

e2h1Zuus
2z, ~5a!

FIG. 1. ~a! Total cross-section data forp2p ~1! and forp1p (3); ~b! data forK2p (1) and forK1p (3); ~c! data forK2n (1) and

for K1n (3); ~d! data for p̄p (1) and forpp (3); ~e! data for p̄n (1) and forpn (3); and ~f! @top# data forS2p (1) and forS2n
(3), and@bottom# data forJ2p (1) and forJ2n (3): the lowest~dashed! curve shows the predicted total cross section forV2p and for
V2n. All curves shown represent the results of the second global fit discussed in the text.
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dus5Xuus
2e1Yuss

e2h, ~5b!

dss5Xuus
2e. ~5c!

This fit had a total of ten free parameters:e, h, z, Xu , Yu ,
Yū , Xuu , Yuu , Zuu , and Yus . For this fit, flavor indepen-
dence was assumed for the pomeron terms by settingXs5Xu
in the single-scattering terms and by using a common coef-
ficient Xuu in the double-scattering terms. Thus, the meson-
baryon and baryon-baryon cross sections, respectively, be-
come equal at sufficiently high energies, as one might
expect. We assumed that the leading-order term for the
double-scattering terms at high energy is proportional tos2e,
as expected, for example, from using the Glauber approxi-
mation. We also included the next-to-leading-order term for
duu and dus , which should be proportional tose2h. There
also should be a term induu proportional tos22h, which
should be small at these energies and has been neglected.
Instead we included a term proportional tos2z, where the
fitted value of the exponent wasz50.13960.022. The
physical origin of this term is unclear, although it presum-
ably arises from either the real part of the quark-quark scat-
tering amplitude or from a nonforward contribution to the
quark-quark scattering amplitude.

The totalx2 for our preferred fit, fit 2, was significantly
lower than for fit 1, which did not include the recent CDF
measurements@9# of s( p̄p) at As5546 and 1800 GeV.
Table I includes values of the parameters obtained for fit 2.
The fitted value ofh50.49260.012 is in good agreement
with the value of about 0.47 expected from Regge theory.
Our fitted value ofe50.134060.0057 is also closer to the
range, 0.15–0.17, calculated within the framework of QCD
@10#, than the value 0.0808 of Donnachie and Landshoff@5#.
Over the entire energy range fitted, we found little difference
in the quark-quark cross sectionsSu andSs , which indicates
that the imaginary parts of the forward quark-quark scatter-
ing amplitudesFuu andFus are approximately equal.~It does
not necessarily follow, however, that there are negligible dif-
ferences in the nonforward amplitudes.!

In high-energy hadron-deuteron scattering@11#, for ex-
ample, double-scattering corrections to the cross sections are
found to be negative because the hadron-nucleon forward
scattering amplitudes are predominantly imaginary at high
energies.~A predominantly imaginary amplitude results from
the increasing importance of inelastic scattering at high en-
ergies.! The results of our second fit are, in fact, consistent
with the quark-quark double-scattering terms becoming
negative at high energies. In particular, we find thatdss is
small and negative over the entire energy range fitted; how-
ever,dus does not become negative untilAs'40 GeV, and
duu remains positive until about 200 GeV. Thus, at energies
where most of the present data exist~below about 30 GeV!,
we expect the real parts of the forward quark-quark ampli-
tudes to be relatively large. This result is in qualitative agree-
ment with the recent determination by Donnachie and Land-
shoff of a large real part for ther°p amplitude at high
energies@12#.

Results of the second global fit are shown in Fig. 1. In
general, the predicted cross sections forAs.100 GeV are
higher than those of the DL fit. As shown in Fig. 1~d!, our

fitted s( p̄p) cross section of 76.2 mb at 1800 GeV is inter-
mediate between the measured CDF and E-710 values at the
same energy. Figure 1~f! displays results of the fit for the
SN, JN, andVN total cross sections. Most of theSN and
JN cross sections are from a single experiment using the
hyperon beam at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron~SPS!
@13#; theVN cross section is a prediction of the fit. For fit 2
in the asymptotic limit, the total cross sections forNN, N̄N,
SN, JN, and VN become equal; similarly, the total cross
sections forpN and KN become equal in the asymptotic
limit. Except for a single early measurement ofs(S2n)
at As56.1 GeV @14#, the available data agree with the
predictions that s(S2p)5s(S2n) and that s(J2p)
5s(J2n).

The extracted quark-quark total cross sections are shown
in Fig. 2~a! for fit 2. Similarly, Fig. 2~b! shows the double-
scattering contributions. Note that byAs5100 GeV, the
quark-quark cross sections are all equal to about 4.7 mb. It is
interesting to calculate the contributions to the total cross

FIG. 2. ~a! Total quark-quark cross sections. The upper dashed-

dotted curve showss( ūu), the middle solid curve showss(uu),
and the slightly lower dashed curve showss(us); ~b! double-
scattering contributions to the hadronic total cross sections. The
upper solid curve showsduu , the middle dashed-dotted curve
showsdus , and the lower dashed curve showsdss.
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sections from quark double-scattering effects at different en-
ergies. For example, the fittedpp total cross section~for fit
2! at As5100 GeV is 46.5 mb, with a contribution of 3.8
mb, or 8.1%, from double scattering. Of this, there is a
~negative! contribution of 4.2 mb, or 8.9%, from double-
scattering terms involving Pomeron exchange. This result
agrees well with the two-pomeron contribution estimated by
Donnachie and Landshoff@15#. At As510 GeV, the fitted
pp cross section is 38.5 mb, with a contribution of 14.2 mb,
or 37%, from double scattering. By comparison, the fitted
p2p cross section atAs510 GeV is 24.2 mb, with a contri-
bution of 5.9 mb, or 24%, from double scattering. These
values, while somewhat large, do not seem unreasonable. At
high energy, double-scattering terms are thought to corre-
spond to two-Pomeron exchange. As Donnachie and Land-
shoff have noted@15#, two-Pomeron exchange is necessary
to produce the dip seen in the differential cross section for
pp elastic scattering, through interference with one-Pomeron
exchange. We concur with their conclusion@12#, based on
the accuracy of their model, that single exchanges are domi-
nant. We also concur with their view that asymptotic theo-
rems, such as the Froissart bound, are not relevant at present
energies@15#.

Although the main aim of this paper is to discuss the
importance of double-scattering contributions to hadronic to-
tal cross sections, it also seems worthwhile to discuss the
total gp cross section within the same framework. From the
usual quark wave functions forr° andv mesons, it follows
that

s~r°p!5s~vp!54.5Su11.5Sū18duu10.5d ū ū16.5d ūu .

~6!

Under the assumption of vector-meson dominance, we may
write s(gp)5gscales(r°p), wheregscale is taken as a con-
stant scale factor. Table I gives fitted values ofgscale when
the gp cross-section measurements are included for fits 1
and 2; not surprisingly, the values agree well with each
other. The values ofX and Y obtained for fit 1 also agree
reasonably well with the DL values, which are given in
Table II. Figure 3 shows the fittedgp cross section using the
parameters from our preferred fit, fit 2. As can be seen, this
fit agrees quite well with recent results published by the H1
@16# and ZEUS@17# Collaborations at the DESYep collider
HERA. The H1 Collaboration founds(gp)5(16562611)

mb at As5200 GeV, and the ZEUS Collaboration found
s(gp)5(14364617) mb at As5180 GeV. For compari-
son, atAs5200 GeV, the DL prediction is 160mb, while
our fit 1 givess(gp)5156 mb, and fit 2~our preferred fit,
shown in Fig. 3! givess(gp)5166 mb.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

At sufficiently high energies, Donnachie and Landshoff
showed that all total hadronic cross sections can be effi-
ciently parametrized by an energy-dependent form suggested
by Regge theory@5#. The present work shows that a signifi-
cant further reduction in the number of free parameters is
made possible by using a parametrization suggested by the
quark model. Our preferred global fit, with ten free param-
eters, may be used to make quantitative predictions of total
cross sections for any baryon-baryon, meson-baryon, or
meson-meson reactions. The success of our parametrization
relies on recognizing the importance of double-scattering
quark contributions at high energies.
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